
 

 

 

 
 

 

Operational Performance Review, January 2012 to June 2012 

 
Following the publication in June 2012 of the Annual Report for the year ended 31 December 2011, 
CPC is pleased to provide an update on the performance of its business for the first six months of the 
2012 financial year. 

CPC sold 23,000 head of cattle in the first half of 2012 versus 29,000 head this time last year, on 
account of the Indonesian Government restriction in imported Australian live cattle volumes.  

The Indonesian market continues to undergo structural change following the Australian Government’s 
suspension of the trade in June 2011, and the subsequent re-opening coupled with the introduction of a 
new supply chain assurance system (ESCAS). ESCAS requires Australian exporters to be able to trace 
cattle movements in Indonesia, and to ensure that animal slaughter practices comply with international 
designated standards. In this respect and the ESCAS has been very effective in increasing stunned 
slaughter rates in Indonesian abattoirs. During this market restructuring, while practices have improved, 
total volumes of live cattle and beef imported into Indonesia from Australia reduced significantly. CPC 
sold 8,000 head of live cattle into Indonesia in the first half of 2012, which is a 47% reduction on prior 
year volumes. 

Offsetting this market decline, CPC was able to take advantage of very good seasonal conditions at its 
Queensland operations and redirect cattle initially destined for sale to Indonesia into its Queensland 
operations.  These cattle will be ready for sale into domestic markets later in 2013/14. CPC sold 15,000 
head of cattle into domestic markets during the first half of 2012 which represents a 6% increase in 
volume and an 18% increase in revenue compared to the same period last year.   

Following two better than average wet seasons in 2010/11 and 2011/12 across a large portion of CPC’s 
properties, cattle and pastures are in excellent condition. This has resulted in lower operating costs, 
which on a per head basis are 5% below this time last year. However, the outlook for the rest of 2012 is 
hotter drier conditions in the north and east of Australia, with a projected El Nino weather pattern.  

The group continues to grow its herd size having branded 40,000 head of cattle in the first 6 months of 
2012, and now runs approximately 373,000 head on 5.8 million hectares of country across Western 
Australia, Northern Territory and Queensland.   

Now that we are 3 years into Terra Firma ownership, the Company is conducting a large scale review 
of its business operations, which includes a stocktake of cattle numbers.  This process will be complete 
across most properties by the end of 2012, and it will enable CPC to have a more accurate assessment 
of its herd, in terms of herd numbers, age, and sex.    

 

Market Outlook 

The market has been very volatile and has failed to build upon the strong prices at the end of 2011.  
Key market drivers for the first half of 2012 have been a strong Australian $; weaker demand from the 
key Japanese, Korean and Indonesian markets; stronger competition from the United States producers 
on the back of a weaker US $; above average seasonal conditions in eastern Australia, and a below 
average wet in northern Australia. 

Domestic prices for both heavy and light cattle have been unstable given peaks and troughs in supply 



 

 

 

as well as in the competitive value of Australian product in overseas markets. The Australian $ has 
traded within a 14% range against the United States $ during the 1st half of 2012. This has reflected on 
domestic prices for both heavy and light cattle which have in general decreased 10% from their peaks 
at the beginning of 2012, although as at June 2012 they remain marginally above prices at the same 
time last year. 

The outlook for the rest of the year is cautious given an expected increase in domestic supply on drier 
weather conditions, matched with consistent strength in the Australian $ and weakness in the United 
States $. 

Export prices for live cattle to Indonesia have decreased by over 20% from this time last year due to an 
excess of supply over demand given the market restructuring noted above. Prices have partly 
recovered in the 3rd quarter of 2012 however they remain well below last year’s levels. The outlook for 
Indonesia for the rest of 2012 and at least 2013 remains volatile and we do not expect to see significant 
increases in volumes or prices until the market stabilises. 

  

CPC has performed well during the first half of 2012, controlling operating costs and minimising the 
impact of the Indonesian market downturn whilst maximising domestic market opportunities. 

CPC has maintained its position as Australia’s second largest beef producer and is well positioned to 
withstand on-going market volatility given its large and diverse property portfolio which stretches across 
different growing regions and markets. With the support of our majority shareholder, we are well placed 
to take advantage of opportunities as markets improve. 
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